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This note, with [3], addresses the following question of I.M. James. ‘When is there 
an overmap of degree m from a sphere bundle to itself?’ I am grateful to Professor 
James for asking me this question, for encouragement, and for considerable help 
with the exposition. 
For 4 3 1, let E, E’ be oriented orthogonal q-sphere bundles over a connected 
finite CW-complex B. The degree of an overmap (fihre preserving map) E + E’ is 
the Brouwer degree of its restriction to fibtes. The identity on E has degree 1, and 
the antipodal map on Sq extends to an overmap E + E of degree (- l)q+l. 
Given a cross-section of E’, w.2 may precede it by the projection of E, to obtain 
an overmap E --) E’ of degree 0. Conversely, when there is an overmap E + E of 
degree 0, E has a cross-section. We prove this as follows. 
Cover B by contractible open subspaces I&, . . ., Un. By the covering homotopy 
theorem (cf. (l.l)), there are overmaps fi: E + E constant on fibres over Ui 
(i = 1,. . ., n). The composite f, l l l fn : E + E is constant on all fibres, and there- 
fore defines a cross-section of E. This completes the proof. 
From [4, Theorem l] we have the following result. 
Theorem 1. Let q be odd. There is an integer Q!(E) 2 0 such that there is an 
overmap E + E of degree m if and only if m = 1 mod QI. 
In [3] we prove that as E varies cr(E) takes all non-negative values, and when 
q = 1 this is evident. We have seen that the fibre suspension of a Hopf bundle 
S 2q-1 + Sq (q = 2,4,8) admits an overmap of degree 0. However, by [3], this bundle 
admits no overmap of non-zero even degree. Thus, when q is even, tl.e assertion of 
Theorem 1 is false. 
Theorem 2. Let q be even, lznd suppose that dim B < 2q. If there are overmaps 
E -+ E of degrees mn, n where n is odd, then there is an svermap E + E of degree m. 
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Recall, from [S, Theorem 11, that there is an integer y(E) 2 0 such that there is 
an overmap E + B X: Sq of degree m if and only if m is divisible by y. Further, 
when q is even and dim B < 2q, y(E) is positive, by [4, Corollary 51. 
Theotern 3. Let q be even, and suppose that dim B < 2q. If y(E) is odd then there 
are overmaps E + E of all degrees. 
There is no converse to Theorem 3. For example, let E be the 3-fold fibre 
suspension of the Hopf bundle S’+ S4 (q = 6). Then there are overmaps E + E of 
all degrees, but y(E) = 24. 
When q is odd the assertion of Theorem 3 is false. For example, if E is a principal 
q-sphere bundle (4: = 1,3) then a(E) = y(E) by [2, Theorem 11, and a(E) takes all 
non-negative valur :s. 
We denote fihre suspension by 2, and let S, s” be the cross-sections of XE, CE’ 
given by the north poles of the suspensions. An overmap f: CE --) CE’ is an ex-map 
when fi = 5’. The, identity is an ex-map, and S’ preceded by the projection of CE is 
an ex-map of degree 0. 
For q odd, there is an ex-map CE + CE of degree m if and only if there is an 
ex-map CE --) CZ of degree l- m. For q even, there are ex-maps CE --) CE of all 
degrees. We prove these assertions as follows. 
Given an overmap g : E + E’ and an ex-map f: CE --) XE’, we add Xg fibrewise 
to the composite tif f with the fibrewise antipodal map on CE’. The sum is an 
a-map of degree n + (- l)‘m, TNhere m, n are the degrees of f, g. This completes 
the proof. 
A composite of ex-maps is an ex-map. If there are ex-maps CE + SE of degrees 
mk, ml, k, 1, where (k, I) = 1, then there is an ex-map CE + CE of degree m, by [5, 
4.11. 
conjecture 4. Let q be odd. There is an integer p(E) 2 0 such that there is an 
ex-map CE + CE of degree m if and only if m (m - 1)/2 is divisible by p. 
For the case where B is a sphere, we prove Conjecture 4 in [3]. The fibre 
suspension of an overmap is an ex-map. 
Theorem 5. Let q be odd. If there is an ex-map CE 3 CE of degree mn, and an 
overmap E + E of degree n, then there is an ex-map CE + ZE of degree m. 
Since p(E) would divide a(E), Theorem 5 supports Conjecture 4. We see in [3] 
that /3(E)# a[(E) in general. 
e take the following notation from [S, § 11. 
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Let (F, Fl), (F’, FI) be pairs in the category of compactly generated spaces and 
maps [8]. Denote by 59 (F, F,; F’, FQ the space of maps (F, FI)+ (F’, FQ of pairs. 
Let G be a topological group, and let (F, F,), (F’, FQ be pairs of G-spaces. We 
define a G-action ‘*I’ on 3 (F, F,; F’, Fi) by 
(g*fW)=g l fWW 
where g E G, f E %(F, F,; F’, FQ, and x E F. 
Let P be a principal G-bundle over a pointed path-connected space (B, bl). 
Formation of associalted bundles defines a functor, which we also denote by P, from 
the category of G!-spaces and G-maps to the category of overspaces and overmaps 
of B. When the path-component 99” off E %(F, F,; F’, Fi) is a G-subspace, we have 
the following result. 
(1.1) There is a natural bijection from the set of extensions of extensions of f from 
fibres to overmaps (PF, PF,)+ (PF’, PF{) of pairs to the set of cross-sections s of P%$ 
such that s(b,) = f 
2. Orthogonal maps 
Let O(q + 1) be the orthogonal group in euclidean q + l-space Rq+‘. We define 
an O(q + 1).map k,: Sq -3 %(Sq, 4; Sq, 4) as follows. Given x, y E Sq let 6 be the 
distance along some geodesic from n to y. On this geodesic, and at distance me 
from x, we have k,(x)(y). 
As in [4], k, maps into the component 64, of %(Sq, 4 ; Sq, 4) consisting of 
maps of degree n. Here n = m, 1,O according as q is odd, q is even and m is odd, q 
and m are both even. 
Let Vq+,., be ‘the Stiefel manifold of ordered orthogonal r-frames in Rq+‘, 
regarded as an O(q + 1).space in the usual way. We define an O(q + 1)-map 
h, : Vq+,.r ---) g(Sq, 4; Sq, 4) as follows. Given 2 = (xl,. . ., x,) E Vq+l.r we think of 
Sq as the r - l-fold unreduced suspension of the q’-sphere S(Z) orthogonal to 
Xl, . . ., x r-1. Here q’ = q - r + 1. Then x, E S(a), and h,,,(f): Sq + Sq is defined to 
be the r - l-fold unreduced suspension of k,(x,): S(Z)+ S(a). Note that h, maps 
into GQn where n = m, I,0 according as q’ is odd,‘q’ is even and m is odd, q’ and m 
are both even. 
We suspend the O(q + 1)action on Sq to an O(q + l)-action on Sq+’ fixing the 
basepoint. Unreduced suspension then defines an O(q + l)-map j: G4, + Wg 
Here Fz+’ is the subspace of G9,+’ consisting of pointed maps. 
alization 
Let ( N} be a partition of the primes, and let be a connected finite 
CW-complex. If X, X’ are Serre fibre spaces over B with nilpotent fibres F, F’, we 
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denote by & : X + 2’ the localizing overmap, and by gM : F + FM its restriction to 
fibres. If f: X + X’ is an overmap restricting to h : F --) F’ on fibres, we denote its 
fibrewise localizataion by iM: XM +X&, and we denote the localization of h by 
hM: FM + FL. Our reference for localization is [ 11. 
Let P be a principal SO(q + 1)bundle over B, and let E be PS? 
(3.1) Let q be odd. If there is an overmap f: E --) E of degree n # 1, where N contains 
only primes dividing n, then & has a cross-section. 
We prove (3.1) as follows. Let 8 e Hq+’ (B; ?r,S&) be the first obstruction to a 
cross-section of &.. By naturality of obstructions, ntl = 8. Since we may divide by 
(n - 1) in rr,S&, wti have 8 = 0, and & 1 Bq+l has a cross-section. 
Suppose inducti rely that & 1 B’ has a cross-section s where r > q, and let 
c(s)E H’+’ (B; w,-?“$) be the obstruction to extending s 1 B’-’ to a cross-section of 
& 1 B’+‘. 
Then c(&s) = MJ*C(S). Here & : I&?,-, r,S$s induced by a map of degree n1 
(I 3 1) on Sq. By, [7, v. 3 p. 2881 4,, 1 is zero for some 1. Hence c&s) = 0, and 
fNs 1 B’-’ extends to a cross-section of & 1 B’+‘. This completes the induction, and 
the proof of (3.1). 
4. Proof of Theorem 5 
In the situation of Theorem 5, we may suppose that m # 0, n # 1. Let N be the set 
of primes which divide n. By (1.1) the given ex-map, and the fibre suspension of the 
given overmap correspond to cross-sections of PFZ;’ and of PF$+‘. Hence (P&.&, 
;.pe+*)M h ave cross-sections, and (P&+’ )n;~ has a cross-section by [S, 4.11. 
By (3.1) EN has a cross-section, s say. Applying the functor P to the O(q + 1) 
map jk,,, :Sq --, F$+’ we have an overrnap P(jk,J: E --) PF$+*. Thus P(jk,&s is a 
cross-section of (Pfiz+‘), 
Hence, by [S, 3.31, there is a cross-section of PF$+‘. This cross-section corres- 
ponds under (1.1) to an ex-map ZE + CE of degree m, and we have proved 
Theorem 5. 
5. Proof of Theorems 2,3 
These c heorems are special cases of the following result. 
(5.1) Let q i b even, an.d suppose rrtat dim B < 2q. If there are overmaps E + E’ 
of degrees mn, C, +r~~ m f 0 n;ld n is odd, then there is an overmap E + E of 
degree m. 
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To prove (5.1), let N = (2) and let y’ be the principal SO(9 + I)-bundle 
associated with E’. Then by (1.1) QGZ,, QGZ have cross-sections, where Q = 
Px,#’ and SO(9 + 1) X SO(9 + 1) acts by means of projection to the first, second 
factor on the fibre of E, E’. By [S, 4.11 (P&J, has a cross-section. 
By [6, V. 7 p. 4971 n;(V’+l,z),,., = 0 for r C 29 - 1. Hence (Ppq+!,& has a 
cross-section, s say. Applying the functor P to the 0(9 + 1).map h, : Vq+1,2-+ Gz 
we have an overmap Ph,: PVq,,,2-, PG4,. Thus (P&,&s is a cross-section of 
(P&)M* 
Hence, by [S, 3.31, there is a cross-section of PG4,. This cross-section corresponds 
under (1.1) to an overmap E + E of degree m, and we have proved (5.1). 
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